Abstract-The performance of a pattern recognition system is dependent on, among other things, an appropriate data-preprocessing technique. In this paper, we describe a method to evaluate the performance of a variety of these techniques for the problem of odor classification using an array of gas sensors, also referred to as an electronic nose. Four experimental odor databases with different complexities are used to score the data-preprocessing techniques. The performance measure used is the cross-validation estimate of the classification rate of a K nearest neighbor voting rule operating on Fisher's linear discriminant projection subspace.
I. INTRODUCTION
An electronic nose is "an instrument which combines an array of electronic chemical sensors with partial specificity and an appropriate pattern-recognition system, capable of recognizing simple or complex odours" [3] . Our research focuses on the pattern recognition component of such a device. In particular, this article addresses the data-preprocessing module of the pattern recognition architecture depicted in Fig. 1 . The inputs to the data-preprocessing module are raw voltage measurements (65 V) in the form of a bundle of exponential-like curves (see Fig. 2 ), which represent the transient response of the sensor array. The data-preprocessing module is responsible for shifting, compressing, and normalizing the raw data into a format that improves the performance of the subsequent modules. Numerous ad-hoc techniques to preprocess the steady state has been proposed in the literature [3] , [4] . Our approach to data preprocessing differs from the references in that we are interested in preprocessing the complete transient response, which can be shown to convey useful classification information [6] , [9] .
The issue of data preprocessing has received very little attention in the related literature and, to the best of our knowledge, only [4] presents an evaluation of these different techniques. In [4] , the authors evaluate 36 steady-state preprocessing techniques using a feedforward neural network trained to classify two different classes of microorganisms. They score each technique by the average classification rate after 10 learning trials. In this paper, we extend their work to the processing of signal dynamics and widen the evaluation for a wider variety of odor analysis applications.
A. Data Preprocessing of Gas Sensor-Array Transient Responses
The transient response of an array of gas sensors presents an exponential-like shape, as is shown in the typical response waveforms of Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2 , an array of 15 Capteur and Figaro metal-oxide gas sensors was exposed to the headspace of a sample of fruit juice. The data-preprocessing module operates on these responses in a way There is a myriad of ad-hoc preprocessing transforms that can potentially be performed on the array transient response R e;s (t k ). For clarity, we have divided them into three major categories: baseline manipulation, compression, and normalization. However, the order in which these transforms can be performed is not unique. The normalization transform could be performed at different stages in the preprocessing module. For instance, Kermani [6] performs the normalization transform prior to compression. More stages could be cascaded but then the number of combinations to be evaluated grows exponentially. Our choices for the type, number and ordering of the transforms will be detailed in the following subsections.
B. Baseline Manipulation
This set of operations refers to transformations based on the initial value of the transient (the baseline) and is an attempt to reduce the effects of sensor drift. Three basic transformations are common practice. 
A fourth transformation is commonly cited, which is extracting the logarithm of the previous measures. However, it is not considered here since it is not related to the baseline value and the logarithm, a monotonically increasing function, will not modify the relative ordering of the array responses.
C. Compression
Data preprocessing compression operations are used to reduce the number of measurements per example to a reasonable number. For an array with 15 sensors, a sampling frequency of 1 Hz and 60 s of transient response, the number of measurements grows to 900. The common procedure used in many commercial instruments is to keep the steady-state or final value of each sensor (15 measurements in the numerical example above) and disregard the transient. However, the transient information conveys useful information. For this reason we evaluate a number of measures that attempt to capture some of the transient information. 
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2) Vector auto-scaling: Each example vector is normalized so its coordinates have zero mean and unit variance. Note that mean and variance are computed for each example across the different dimensions 
3) Dimension auto-scaling: Each dimension is normalized so it has zero mean and unit variance. Note that mean and variance are computed for each dimension along all the examples in the database 
The first two techniques are aimed at reducing the effects of different concentrations in the odor samples. The third technique prevents the subsequent pattern recognition modules from being biased by sensors with intrinsic larger magnitudes.
II. MEASURES FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
There are two basic alternatives for evaluating the performance of the different data-preprocessing techniques: information content and predictive accuracy. The first alternative makes use of all the training data to rank the feature vector, and determines a score based on a measure of the information content, consistency of the data or class separability. The second alternative computes a score by estimating the error rate of a classifier via statistical re-sampling or cross-validation. Information content measures have the advantage that they are not influenced by the bias of a particular classifier, but can produce overly optimistic measures since they do not account for over-fitting the training data. Predictive accuracy measures, on the other hand, achieve better generalization, but are much slower to run since they require resampling and retraining [5] .
We decide to use predictive accuracy as a performance measure. Our choice is guided by the characteristics of the problem space. First, our pattern recognition system frequently operates with a small number of examples, due to the high cost of data collection. As an example, a one day long experiment usually yields 70 examples, with an average of 5 min per example plus initial warm-up and final cleansing periods. Second, the device suffers from high levels of experimental noise and sensor drift. For these two reasons, we are forced to consider measures that take into account the generalization capabilities of the interaction between the feature set and the classifier.
Our choice for the classifier is guided by computational and analytical considerations. We favor the combination of linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [ SB is the between-class scatter matrix, SW is the within-class scatter matrix and N C is the number of classes. It can be shown that the optimal projection can be found as the solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem SBwi = iSW wi, where (i; wi) is the ith eigenvalue-eigenvector pair. In short, LDA finds a projection where examples from the same class are clustered together and different classes are spread apart. LDA is fast, computes the optimal feature set under the unimodal Gaussian assumption for the class-conditional densities, and provides useful scatter plots for visual inspection. The KNN voting rule classifies an unlabeled test example by finding the K nearest neighbors (i.e., using Eucledian distance) and assigning the label of that class represented by a majority among the K neighbors. The KNN rule is computationally simple and has nice asymptotic properties. Finally, the error rate of this LDA-KNN classifier is estimated by N-fold cross-validation (NFCV) [7] , which is well-known for its reliable estimates of prediction error. This resampling technique estimates the prediction error by performing N classification runs, assigning randomly N01 N NE examples for training and 1
N N E examples for testing.
III. ODOR DATABASES
We evaluated the performance of the proposed data-preprocessing techniques on four databases of odors collected on the electronic nose prototype that has been designed and built at the Biomedical Instrumentation Laboratory, North Carolina State University, Raleigh. The device consists of a 15-element array of Capteur and Figaro   TABLE I  DATABASE CHARACTERISTICS   TABLE II  DATABASE CLASS IDENTIFIERS metal-oxide gas sensors. The databases have different number of classes and various complexities, but all belong to the application domain of food and beverage products.
• Cola: Ten different commercial colas were sampled over five days. Several brand-name colas and store-name colas were chosen together with diet and cherry versions. Each cola was poured into a glass bubbling vial and sampled for 90 s. • Fruit juice: Seven fruit juices were sampled over four days. The juices had different nominal flavors but all of them were from the same brand name. They were sampled for 60 s from glass bubbling vials. • Peanut butter: Seven different commercial peanut butters were sampled over four days. The peanut butter samples came from several brand and store names together with their reduced-fat versions. Peanut butter samples were spread into Petri dishes whose covers formed a headspace that was sampled for 60 s.
• Bacteria: Three typical food-borne bacteria cultures were grown in Petri dishes overnight and sampled the following day using the protocol of [8] . Each example was sampled for 60 s. The characteristics of these databases are summarized in Table I  and Table II. IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE To study the interactions between the different data-preprocessing transformation, compression and normalization techniques we must evaluate every possible combination of them. As a reference we will consider no-transformation and no-normalization as additional techniques. This yields four baseline manipulations, three compression, and four normalization (BCN) techniques, for a total of 48 Table III . The N-fold cross-validation procedure that will be used for each BCN technique and each database is detailed in Table IV . For the experiments in this article we have used five-fold cross-validation and K = 5 neighbors for the KNN voting rule.
Figs. 4-7 present some typical two-dimensional scatter plots for each of the databases. Training examples are labeled in bold fonts, 
V. RESULTS
The results of the five-fold cross-validation simulation are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . Fig. 8 presents the prediction accuracy scores for each BCN preprocessing combination and each database. Fig. 9 presents a score for each individual technique, which was obtained by averaging the scores of all the combinations in which it was employed on each database. The results show substantial differences in the transformation and compression techniques, whereas the different normalization techniques end up with similar scores. The following observations are made. • Of the transformation techniques, REL and FRACT consistently give much lower scores than any of the other two. DIFF and NOBM are practically identical, DIFF being beneficial in some cases when only steady-state information is used.
• Of the compression techniques, the use of sensor transient response (WTS) results in improved prediction accuracy in all but the bacteria databases. The improvements are more dramatic for the peanut butter and cola databases, which have more complex LDA scatter plots. The fact that the transient information does not improve but rather hurt the prediction accuracy of the bacteria database is an example of over-fitting. The three classes are very clearly separated using steady-state (refer to Fig. 7 ) and adding more dimensions makes the LDA projection more unstable for the unseen test cases. TI invariably scores lower than SS (or WTS), a reasonable result since it is a scaled average of the transient response and tends to smooth out the differences between odors.
• On the normalization techniques, VNORM and VAS generally result in lower scores than any of the other two. This is a reasonable result since the databases do not contain substantial concentration differences. DAS results in slight improvements over NONR on the average.
VI. DISCUSSION
This article addresses the issue of data preprocessing for the transient response of gas sensors for the task of odor classification. In our pattern recognition architecture data preprocessing is split into three steps: baseline manipulation, compression, and normalization (BCN). Several techniques for each of the BCN steps were reviewed and evaluated on a number of odor databases of different complexities. We chose to score the performance of the data-preprocessing module by estimating the classification rate of the overall pattern recognition system. We use two efficient and well-understood statistical pattern recognition techniques: LDA and the KNN voting rule, which allowed us to evaluate a large number of combinations in relatively few computation cycles. As an example, the computation of the scores for the 48 BCN combinations on each database using five-fold crossvalidation (a total of 240 classifiers) takes less than five minutes on a Pentium 200 MHz. Our numerical results present some general trends. However, we want to emphasize that the objective of this article has not been to determine the best technique or set of techniques for any particular odor application or gas sensor array. Rather, our goal has been to present a methodology that allows the evaluation of different techniques to be performed on a case by case basis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recurrent neural networks including Hopfield neural networks and cellular neural networks are described by the system of differential equations of the form _u = 0Au + T S(u) + I (1) where u = (u 1 ; 111 ; u n ) T 2 R n (n is the number of neurons) whose components represent the average membrane potentials. Matrix A = diag(R 01 1 , R 01
2 , 11 1, R 01 n ) 2 R n2n stands for self-feedback terms with R j > 0 (j = 1; 1 11; n), T = (T 1 ; 111; T n ) = [T ij ] n2n is an n 2 n real-valued constant matrix of the synaptic connection weights, each component of I is the exogenous input signal to its corresponding neuron [5] , and S = (s 1 (u 1 ), s 2 (u 2 ), 111, s n (u n )) T where sj (uj) (j = 1; 2; 111 ; n) are nonlinear neuronal transfer functions [1] , [2] .
The energy function plays an important role in studying the dynamical behavior and convergent property of recurrent neural networks described by system (1). As is well known, the definition of energy function depends on the symmetry of the system interconnection matrix. That is, the energy function is not applicable to any asymmetric interconnection matrix. The aim of this paper is to extend the energy function method for the analysis of the stability of neural networks from symmetric connections and invertible transfer functions to asymmetric interconnections and noninvertible transfer functions.
There are two reasons that asymmetric interconnection matrices may be of interest. First, it is unrealistic to assume that the interconnection matrix is symmetric because this requires that two physical quantities (such as resistances or the gains of operational amplifiers) be exactly equal [20] . The consequences of even slight asymmetries in the interconnection matrix are disastrous to the theory of [7] and [18] which showed that neural networks are completely stable for symmetric interactions. Liu and Michel [14] considered perturbations to the parameters in system (1) in the context of robust associate memory. They showed that if the perturbations 1A, 1T, and 1I satisfy kA 01 1Ak 1 + kA 01 1Tk 1 + kA 01 1Ik 1 < v 0 1 (2) then the asymptotically stable equilibrium points of the perturbed system will be sufficiently close to that of the unperturbed system.
